15.10.2019

EVERWIN VIDHYASHRAM
PreKG
9thANNUAL TALENT COMPETITIONS 2019 – 20
The 9th Annual Talent Competitions 2019 - 20 will be held from
21.10.2019 (Monday) to 25.10.2019 (Friday)
 21.10.2019
I. Recitation
(Monday)
(Compulsory for all)
 22.10.2019
II (A). Events (enlisted below)
(Tuesday)
(Any one compulsory)
 23.10.2019
II (B). Events (enlisted below)
(Wednesday)
(Any one compulsory)
 24.10.2019
III. Elocution
(Thursday)
(Compulsory for all)
 25.10.2019
IV. Walk the Ramp (Fancy Dress)
(Friday)
(Optional)
I. The following are the topics for Recitation competition which will be held
on 21.10.2019 (Monday)
RECITATION (Any One)
WATER
Water is precious! Water is cool!
I drink it when I’m thirsty,
At home and at school!
Water is wet! Water is fun!
I play in the little water pool,
Under the sun!
II. Following EVENTS will be held on
II (A)
22.10.2019 (Tuesday)
ANY ONE
* Drawing and Colouring
* Clay Moulding
* Show and Tell

RAIN
Rain, rain, come soon.
Play with me in the afternoon.
Cry not if you are hungry.
I’ll feed you with my silver spoon.

II (B)

23.10.2019 (Wednesday)
ANY ONE
* Observation (5 items)
* Collage (Bit Paper Pasting)
* Singing (Cine songs not allowed)

III. The following are the topics for Elocution competition which will be
held on 24.10.2019 (Thursday)
ELOCUTION (Any One)
ELEPHANT
REDUCE POLLUTION
Elephant is the biggest land animal.
Say no to plastics.
It lives in the forest and black in colour. Say no to crackers.
It has two tusks and a trunk.
Do not dirty water.
Do not burn garbage.
It is a herbivore.
Plant more trees.
It helps to carry wood.
Those interested in Walk The Ramp can give names to the class teacher on
or before 22.10.2019 (Tuesday)

Instructions for ANNUAL TALENT COMPETITIONS

Drawing &
Colouring

Clay

1. Base should not have ready made outline.
2. A4 size chart or quarter of a chart should be brought.
3. Drawing – Pencil, Crayon, Sketch or any form of colouring is allowed.

1. Non – toxic clay should be brought.

Moulding

2. At least three models should be made.

Show and

1. Any favourite object or a toy can be brought.

Tell

Observation

Collage

Singing

2. Should speak two or three lines about the object.

1. 5 objects will be placed to observe.
2. Should recollect and tell maximum number of objects observed.

1. Printed copy will be given.
2. Can decorate with bit papers to enhance the presentation.

1. Only patriotic or devotional songs can be sung.
2. Only one stanza should be sung.
1. Parameters : Voice modulation, Body Language, Confidence,

Recitation

Pronunciation, Preparation.
2. Given content should be recited fully.
1. Parameters : Voice modulation, Body Language, Confidence,

Elocution

Pronunciation, Preparation.
2. Given content should be recited fully.
1. Student should dress up and enact according to the role selected.
2. Character roles should be enacted thoroughly with miming the voice

Walk the
Ramp

and style of the person / famous personality.
3. On the stage, dialogue should not exceed more than 5 lines.
4. Parameters : Confidence, Body Language, Intonation, Costume,
Presentation and Preparation.

